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Abstract. In this paper we give a description the space of odd forms on a non-orientable mani-
fold by means of ordinary forms on its double cover. In its second part we prove a relation between 
the integral of an odd form on the manifold and the integral of its canonical lift to the double 
cover. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with some questions arising from extending the theory of 
integral of differential forms to non-orientable manifolds. The theory of odd 
differential forms (see e.g. [3], [4]) enables us to define an integral on a non-
orientable manifold. It seems moreover that the integration theory of odd 
differential forms contains, as a special case, the integration theory of ordinary 
forms. < 
The fundamental concept is the double cover of a manifold (see e.g. [2]). This 
is a manifold which is always orientable and is topologically simpler than the 
initial manifold. In Section 3 we describe, using the double cover, the relation 
between the spape of usual forms and the space of odd forms on a manifold X, 
and between the cohomology groups of these spaces. 
We can imagine the double cover a: Or X -* X of manifold X as a "area" of X 
(for more detail see [2]). Then a question arises what is a relation between the 
integrals f a>, J a*co, that is a relation between the "volume" and "area" of X. 
X OtX 
We prove in Section 4 that 2 J co = J <x*o. 
X OrX 




2. N O T A T I O N 
The notation concerning odd forms is taken from [3] with the difference that 
Q(X) = li Q\X) (resp. Q(X) = It Q^X)) denotes the graded real vector space of 
smooth differential forms (resp. odd smooth differential forms) on X. We note that 
most concepts and propositions adopted for manifolds in [3] can be formulated 
in the same way for manifolds with boundary. The graded vector cohomology 
spaces of differential spaces (Q(X), d), (Q(X), d) are denoted by H(X) = lt H\X), 
H(X) = Ei W(X). 
The definition and the basic properties of the double cover of a manifold Xy 
which will be denoted by a: OrX -> X, can be found in [2]. The canonical involu-
tion OTX -> OxX will be denoted by i, and its value at the point x e OTX will 
be sometimes denoted by — x. (The double cover of a manifold with boundary 
can be introduced in the same manner as for a manifold without boundary.) If X 
is a manifold, we define 
Qt+iOvX) = {r\ e Ql(OrX) \ i*r\ = tj}, 
QL(OrX) = {rje Ql(OrX) \ i*rj = -? /} , 
Q+(OrX) = It Q\(OxX\ 
Q„(OvX) = I{ ^(OrA^). 
The graded cohomology space of the vector differential space (Q+(OrX), d) 
(resp.(G_(OrX),d)) will be denoted by H+(OrX) =IiH\{OrX) (resp. HJfrX) = 
= I , HL(OrX)). 
Finally, N denotes the set {1, 2, ...} of positive integers. 
3. S T R U C T U R E O F S P A C E O F O D D F O R M S 
In this section we will describe the structure of the space of odd forms on a mani-
fold X with the help of an ordinary forms on X. 
If X is orientable, the situation is simple. In this case there exists a smooth field 
of unit odd scalars S on ^ ( s e e [3], Theorem 1.2.), and the mapping Q(X)BQ t-> 
*-> 5 ® Q e Q(X) is an isomorphism of vector spaces. From the definition of an 
extetfor derivative it follows that this mapping is an isomorphism of differential 
spaces (Q(X),d), (Q(X),d) as well/Thus we have: 
Proposition 3.1. Let X be an orientable manifold. Then 
Q(X) s Q(X), H(X) £ H(X). 
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If the manifold X is non-orientable, the situation is more complicated. Let X 
be a connected non-orientable manifold, let S be a field of unit odd scalars on OTX. 
(A field like this exists because the manifold OrZ is orientable.) Let co e QP(X) 
be any odd p-fotm on X. For the odd form a*coe Qp{OrX) there exists a unique 
element, let us denote it by %(o), belonging to space QP{OTX) such that a*co — 
= d ® x(o>). In this way we get a correctly defined mapping %: Q(X) -» Qp(0:X). 
This mapping is obviously linear. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a connected non-orientable manifold. Then Im / £ £2?.(Or A"). 
Proof. Let (K, t/0, ^ = ( / ) be a chart on X, let (£/, <p), <p = (x1) be a chart on 
OrX such that cr 1̂  : U -> F is a diffeomorphism and that (p = xfr OG\V. Let us 
denote — U = t(c7), where t: OrZ -+ OrZ is the canonical involution. Set 9 " = 
= (p o l | _ £ = (*'). 
Let a> G ^ ( p > 0), let co = coilt_tip\j/ ® d /
1 A ... A d / p be the chart expression 
for co with respect to the chart (V, ^ ) . Then the coordinate expression for o*Q) 
with respect to (U, cp) is o*co = (coil9mmttip o G \V) q> ® dx
flA . . . A dx ,p, and the 
coordinate expression for a*co with respect to (—U,q>~) is cr*co = (ct>ilt >ip o 
°O\-TJ)<P~ ® dx f lA . . . A dxip (see [3], p. 166). 
Let 5 be a field of unit odd scalars on OrZ, let ^ , £*- e { — 1 , 1} be such 
integers that on 17 (resp. on - U), ^cp = 5 (resp. ^-cp" = <5). Then the coordinate 
expression of <x*co with respect to ((7, <p) (resp. to (— U, cp~)) is given by a*a> = 
= <5 ® [£<P •(<*>/!,...,*P o ^ l ^ d ^ A . . . A dx
, p] (resp. <r*co = (5 ® [<^-(a>/lt...,fp o 
ocr l-t;) dxfl A . . . A djc,p]). Thus the coordinate expression of x(<*>) with respect 
to (17, <p)(resp. to(-U, 9")) is given by/(co) = ^(coh ip o<r \v) dx
u A . . . A dxip 
(resp. x(o>) = ^-(^ii,...,fp o c r U ^ d x ^ A . . . A dx'*). 
Now it is enough to compare the coordinate representation of the forms i*x(o>) 
and %{(D) on (U, cp). For any point xeU and any vectors £1? ..., £ p e TxOrX 
it holds 
<**(<») (*)«i, - , W = ^ X ' W M ^ n .... r «y ; 
an elementary calculation shows that 
i*zC©)(x)« l f . . . , y = ^ - K , ip oa\^v)(L(x)).dx
hA ... 
. . . A dxHTiti, ..., r « F ) = ^.(co f l,..., fp oa\v)(x)dx
ilA ...AdxHiu ..., £„)• 
If A îs connected and non-orientable, then the canonical involution 1: OtX -* OTX 
changes the orientation (see [2], Proposition 5.14.). Then it holds ^ _ = — { .̂ 
From this it follows that i*x(co) = -/(a*) on ((7, cp). Since the charts are arbitrary, 
we have /*#(co) = -x(<o) so that #(co) 6 ^ ( O r X ) . • 
Proposition 3.2, Let X be a connected non-orientable manifold. Then the mapping 
%\ Q(X) -* Q_(OTX) is an isomorphism of graded differential spaces. 
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Proof. Linearity of the mapping % is evident. Thus it is enough to prove that x 
is a bijection and that x o d = d o #. First let us prove a bijectivity of x- The 
mapping a is a surjective local diffeomorphism and so <r* as well as x is an injection. 
Let rj e QP_(OTX) be any form. Let (K, ij/), (£/, q>), ( - U9 <p~) be the charts from 
the previous lemma. Let the expression of i; relative to (£/, cp) (resp. to ( — U, <p~)) 
be given by r\ = ^ ipdx
flA . . .A dxip (resp. *; = rfilf_tipdx
u A . . .A dx,p). 
From our assumption i*r\ = -*/ it follows that ifi,,...,!„ = — iffl #Jf o H-ir-
Let £9i; £_9 be integers from the proof of the previous lemma, let us set coh ip = 
= itfh i9°{o\v)~
x-
Define an odd form co on V by co = a>fl fp$r <g> dy*
1 A . . .A dyip. Then 
£*0?ii t, oivlvV1) = - ^ - ( - V i t tP o i \vo(a \v)~*) = 
= {„-i?i, tP o(<7\^vy\ 
Consequently, for the given choice of (V, x//), co is defined correctly. 
It remains to show that in this way it is possible to define an odd form co on the 
whole manifold X> i.e. that this definition does not depend on the choice of the 
chart (V, ^). Then let (A, y)9 y - (g*) (resp. (B9 T), T = (/')) be other charts on X 
(resp. OTX) such that <r\B: B -+ A is a diffeomorphism and that t — y ocr \B. 
Let A n V = C ^ 0. Express *y with respect to (£, T) by Y\ = /yfl ip dt
il A ... 
... A df<p. The construction described above defines the odd form co = <*>*,,..., /py ® 
® dg^A . . .A dglp, on 4̂, where 5^,...,^ = ft^ii,....ip ofrl*)""
1- We must prove 
that on C, co = id. Let us denote the set BnV by Z>. On D it holds *?ylf...,yp = 
3xfl 5xlp = = —r- ... —— wi, iD and then on C it holds 
dth dtjp 
<*>yt yp = %blju....Jp ° (* W"
1] = 
Further, 
Thus for any indices i9j9 
dx* , , , - i - -^ 
From that it follows 
£7 •<•«*>" = ^ 7 ' 
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Moreover £9 = (sign det Dq>oz-l) {t = (sign det Z>*oy-0 £t
 s° that 
( 3 vfl 3 vip \ _ 
We see that the components of co transform like the components of an odd 
differential form; therefore, on C, co = co. Then we can construct the form co 
globally and the form constructed in this way fulfils o-*co = 5 ® rj, i.e. %{co) = r\. 
Thus a mapping / is surjective. This completes the proof of bijectivity of %. 
It remains to prove that dx = *d. Let co e QP(X), let (K, ^), (t/, cp) be charts 
on A", OvX such that c |̂  : U -• K is a diffeomorphism and that <p = \j/ o a \v. 
Let co = coilt...,ipi/ ® dj>
ilA . . .A dj>,p be the chart expression for co relative to 
(F, i/0. Then the coordinate expression for dco is 
do = d(°iu.rh $ 0 d y A ay
1
 A ...A dy
h. 
dyl 





f^h^oaA^dxiA dx*iA _ A dxh9 
dz(©) = % TT&h iP°°\v)dx
,A dx''A ...A dx'"; 
3x 
j K . , « * W - ( ^ ^ o a | p ) ( ^ ( / o , | „ ) ) ^ 
we have dx(co) = x^®)- Since co and the charts we use are arbitrary, % is an 
isomorphism of differential spaces. D 
Corollary 3.1. Let X be a connected non-orientable manifold. Then Q(X) S 
2S O_(OrJS0, 3(X) S i/_(OrJir). Moreover Q(OrX) s Q(AT) © GW, //(Or*) £ 
£ ffW © H(AT). 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.2. and the relations 
Q(OtX) a «+(OrA0 © Q_(OrA-), 
ff(OrAT) s tf+(OrJJD © ff_(Or^), 
Q(X) a Q+(OrlT), WW 3 #+(OrJO> 
which are proved in [2], part 5.7. D 
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Let us denote by HC(X) the space of smooth differential forms with compact 
support on a manifold X, let HC(X)* be the dual vector space of HC{X). 
Corollary 3.2. Let X be a connected non-orientable manifold. Then H(X) ^ 
3 HC(X)*. 
Proof. It is known that if X is connected, non-orientable manifold, then 
H„(OrX)^ HC(X)* (see [2], part 5.14, Corollary 2). On the other hand, in 
Corollary 3.1., we have proved that H(X) s #_(OrX). Consequently, H(X) £ 
£ HC(X)*. . D 
4. I N T E G R A T I O N OF ODD F O R M S 
ON THE DOUBLE COVER 
The aim of this chapter is to compare the integrals J co, Ja*ct> for an odd n-form 
X QiX 
co on an n-manifold X with boundary. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 
3.1, let us introduce the following notation. For the chart (£/, q>), q> = (xl) 
on OrX, denote — U = i(U), q>~ = q> o t\__v = (x
l). 
For the given smooth structure of the manifold with boundary on X(resp. OrZ) 
it is obviously possible to choose an atlas s/x (resp. s^0vX) such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(CA) Atlases s^0tX and s/x have the form 
^Or* =* {(^< <P<) I I'6 N} U {(- t f„ ? r ) I *S N}, 
^ * = { ( ^ W | / 6 N } . 
(C2) 0(17,) = Ff and c [̂  : Ut -> K, is a diffeomorphism for each / e N. More-
over for each ie N, it holds ^ = (p( o (a l^)""
1. 
(C3) Atlases st0xX, s/x are locally finite and all sets Kf are connected. 
In order to guarentee the existence of integrals, we will work only with continuous 
odd forms and compact manifolds with boundary. Let us remark that the double 
cover of a compact manifold with boundary is again a compact manifold with 
boundary. 
Proposition 4.1. Let Xbea compact n-manifold with boundary\ let cube a continuous 
edd n-form on X. Then 
J a*co p= 2 J a>. 
OrX X 
Proof. Let s/orX, sfx be atlases on OrZ, Xfulfilling conditions (CJ, (C2), (C3). 
Let ([/, q>)f q> = (*') be a chart from sf0rX, let (V, \//), iff = ( / ) be a corresponding 
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chart from s/x. Consider a continuous odd n-form co on X. Let co = co^ij/ <& 
<g) dyl A ... A dyn be the chart expression for co relative to the chart (F, iff). Then 
the coordinate expression of the odd form a*co relative to (U9 cp) (resp. to ( — U9 q>~)} 
is given by o*co — (co^ oa\v)cp ( g d ^ A . . . A dx" (resp. a*co = (co+ oa\^v)cp' <g> 
® d x 1 A . . . A dx") (see [3], relation (1.3.15)). Then according to the definition, 
J c o = J co^ o f 1 = J co^o(ai l /)o(p'"
1 = J co^oaocp'1, 
J(7*CO= J CO^oG o (p"1, 
U <p{U) 
J (j*co = J co^ o(a\-v) o(cp~)~
l = J co^otr olor1oq>~i = Ja tyocro 9""1. 
- 1 / 9>(l/) q>(U) <p(V) 
Then on the whole J co = f <r*a> = J a*co = J co^ oo o cp'1. 
V U -U <p(U) 
Now we can proceed to the comparison of integrals on the whole manifold X 
and on OrZ. Let {xt | / e N } u {xj~ | f e N } be a partition of unity on OrZ 
subordinate with the atlas stfQxX such that supp Xi ̂  Ui9 supp XT — —Ui* F °
r 
each i e N define a function 2* : Z -> R by the formula 
Al(x)= j y f ^ o ^ W "
1 +xr°(*l-i7i)~1](*)» *e^> 
We will show that the system {kt \ i e N} is a partition of unity on X subordinate 
with the atlas s/x. Xt(x) # 0 Kolds for xe Vt iff Xi ° fa I t r , )
1 (*) # 0 or #/~ o 
o O I - vt)~* (*) # 0. Then supp ^ = <r(supp xd u <x(supp xi) £ ^ ( ^ ) u a ( - t/,) = 
= V{. But on Vi9 the function A4 is smooth, i.e. Xt e C"°{X). Evidently, 0 ^ X{ ̂  1. 
It remains to show that Ikt = 1. Let xe Xbe any element. Let ij9je{l9 ..., k] 
be those indexes from N, for which xe Vtj. Denote {£x, — £x} = a '^ jc) . Then 
only for the indexes iJ9 j = 1, ..., k it holds £x e £/^ or <!;* e — {7fj. Then 
£ M*) = £ V*) = 4- Z **((* k ) " ' (*)) + 4 - 1 xo«» I -W /)~' (*))• 
Let us divide the indexes il9 ..., ik into two disjoint sets {ccl9 ..., ap}, {a p + 1 , ..., afc} 
so that (a \ZJJ~1 (x) = ^ for / = 1, ...9p and {a \ua)~
x (x) = - £ x for / = 
= p + 1, . . . , / t . Then 
I^W = T C £ ^ ^ ) + £ *.,(-«+ £;£(-«+ I £,(«]• 
ieN Z 1 = 1 l = p + l 1 = 1 i = p + l 
It holds ixeUai for / = 1, . . . , p , and - ^ e [ / a i for / = P 4- 1, ...,fc. Then, by 
condition (C2), £, $ Uai (I = p + 1, ..,, fc), - { , # C/a, (/ « *> . . . ,p) . Thus we get 
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*«N z Z*l / « 1 1 = 1 1=1 
= i [ ( I x,«*) + E zf(«) + (E &(-£*) + 1 *,"(-«)] « i ( i +1) = i. 
L iefi ieTi ieN ieN ^ 
Therefore the system {A, | / e N} is a partition of unity on X subordinate with the 
atlas sfx. 
Then, of course it holds 
J a*co = £ J ̂ (7*0) + X J zr^*o> = 
O r * i l/j * — C/f 
= E I **[&« o (a I,,,)"1) a>] + E J a*[fcr ° ( f l . ^ 1 ) «] = 
= I J Or. ° i« i^)"1)» + E j (zr o (* ur 1 )«» = 
= £ j2A,a> = 2 £ jA,a> = 2ja>. a 
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a manifold with boundary. Then the manifolds d OrZ and 
Or dX are diffeomorphic. 
Proof. Let s/0rX9 dx be atlases on n-manifolds OrX, Zfrom Proposition 4.1., 
let || || (resp. 11) be a norm on A "TX(resp. on A n~xTdX) induced by the Riemannian 
metric used for the construction of the double cover OTX (resp. .Or dX). Let v be 
nowhere zero field of the exterior normal on the boundary dX of the manifold X. 
Let (U,q>)e s#0tx> iV> ij/) e sfx be the corresponding charts on OTX and on X, 
such that dV = V r\dX J*®. (Let us remark that Zxea~\x) falls into d OrZ 
iff xedX). Then (dU, <p \du), (dV, if/ \dv) are charts on S.OrX and dX such that 
o \dV : dU -> dV is & diffeomorphism. 
Let el9 ..., en-i be vector fields on TdV such that 
• (°\dvr
l = 
Then the mapping 
u~ l\etA ...Aen-X\ 
is a continuous global section of the double cover Q \e-iidV) : Q"
1(dV) -• 3F of the 
manifold 5F(# : Or 8X -* 5Jf is a double cover of the manifold dX). The mani-
fold SV is orientable, we can assume that dV is connected (see condition (C3)). 
Thus its double cover is trivial and consists of two components, demoted by Wl9W29 
diffeomorphic to dV. Then sv = (Q \w)~
l
9 where W is one of the sets W1,W2, is 
a diffeomorphism. 
To each chart (U, <p) from s/0tX such that U n d OrZ ^ 0 we assigned an 
open set sv(dV) and a diffeomorphism Tv : dU -+ sv(dV) defined by 7V =* sv oa |at /. 
^ A . 
11*1 A . 
exA ., 
. .A en-tA V 
,..A e ^ A V|| 
- A e w - i 
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Moreover, the system {sv(dV)\ Ues/QtX, UndOrX ^ 0} covers Or dX. Let 
us now define the mapping 0 : d OTX -• Or dX as follows. If ze(U,(p)e s/^x, 
zed OTX, then we set 0(z) = Tv(z). This definition is obviously correct and 9 
is a bijection. The restriction of 0 on each chart from s/QtX is a diffeomorphism; 
hence 0 is a local diffeomorphism. From the bijectivity it follows that © is a diffeo-
morphism; that means that the manifolds d OTX and Or dX are diffeomorphic. • 
Proposition 4.2. Let r\bea continuous odd (n — l)-form on a compact n-manifoldX 
with boundary dX. Then 
OOrX dX 
Proof. Denote byj : d OTX -* OTX9 k : dX ~* Xnatural inclusions. Then 
J t] = J k*rj, J a*rj= J )*O*Y\. 
dX OX OOtX OOrX 
Let Q : OT dX -+ dX be the double cover of the manifold dX. Then, according to. 
Proposition 4.1, 
£X dX OrdX 
Moreover 
J ^jfe*, = J 0*e*k*rj. 
OrdX dOr* 
(see [3], Theorem 1.4). Therefore, 
2 J ^ = J 0*Q*k*rj= f ( f c o t f o © ) * ! , -
d* dOrXv dOrX 
= J ( * o j ) * * = J ;*(<7*?) = J »**• 
OOrX aOrX dOrX u 
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